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Introduction 

There arc two possible approaches to the problem of 

pricing In Industrial projeot evaluation:  one may be 

temed the  computation approaoh, and the other the policy 

approach« The computation approach 18 predominantly oonoemed 

with the techniques of computing the value parameters 

needed for making the deolsions on investment oholoe. The 

elaboration of much teohniques means neoesaarily major 

pre-oooupatlon with some kind of model-building. It is now 

commonly admitted that suoh value parameters as ought to 

be used for this purpose can best be arrived at by finding 

the solution for the dual problem in linear programming, 

the programme itmelf reflecting the aimed-at development 

of a given eoonomy. This shows th* main line of thinking 

contained in thim particular approaoh:  it is mainly concern- 

ed with techniques of optimisation. 

The policy approach, by contrast, may best be 

presented when starting with the assumption   unrealistic 

as it is ) of the existenoe of a perfect set of value para- 

meters for the development of a given eoonomy. Suoh a per- 

fect set can be termed for brevity the set of shadow prices. 

This set of shadow prioes is necessarily different from 

•he set of market prioes. This being so, it is olear that 

even on suoh assumption certain policy problems must arise 

for tie government of the kind of how to make the individual 

deoision-eiAkers use the shadow prices instead of th* market 

prioes in their projeot evaluations. 
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In praotioe, however,  it would be unrealietlo to 

assume a perfeot  set of value parameters,  i.e. suoh that 

would correspond to toe optimum solution of the develop- 

ment programme« Suoh a perfeot solution may  be  found In 

theory, but  In praotioe It  is beyond reaoh because of the 

lack of suffi oient Information« 

This leads neoessarlly to the eaergenoe of a second 

type of policy problems, i«e« suoh that arise  from tht 

nonexistence of the perfeot  set of shadow prloes    or, 

in other words,   from the imperfections of suoh set of 

value parameters as oan be made available in  reality 

The available set shall be oallsd for brevity the set of 

accounting pricoe as distinot from the set of shadow 

prioee representing the perfeot solution« The accounting 

prloes represent better or worse approximations to shadow 

pricee• Thus, the problem of how to make them better 

instead of worse seems to be one of the policy problems 

of the seoond type« 

Another such problem oan be seen in the need for 

an assessment of the oonee que noes of the disparities 

between aooounting and shadow prices,  i.e. of the faot 

that suoh approximations as are being aone must neoes- 

sarlly bear a of error« The general result is dear- 

ly that the decisions arrived at by means of the aooounting 

prioee are not exaotly what  they ought to be to implement 
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the optimi» development programme* This leads to one 

more polioy problems  that of finding means to neutralize 

the effects of errors resulting from the disparities 

between aooounting and shadow pri oes. This can be done 

e i thaA  ><y the use of oertain direct  oontrols, or by suc- 

cessive adjustments in the set of acoountlng prioes, or 

both* 

Both of these approaohee still require a good 

deal of work to be done before it will be possible to 

get satisfactory answers to the multitude of praotloal 

problems of development polioy and investment decisions* 

It seems, however,  that so far relatively more attention 

was paid to what we called the computation approaoh than 

to the polioy approaoh« This observation was made when 

writing the present paper which was intended first to be 

a general survey   and, perhaps, a summary   of the exist- 

ing lines of thinking and methods of approaoh to the 

problems of prlolng in industrial projeot evaluation* 

It occurred that not very muoh oan be said in this oontext 

about the polioy approaoh to these problems* 

But it is perhaps worth noting that, particularly 

beoause the computation approaoh leads at best to find« 

lug better or worse methods for making better or worse 

but as a rule rather crude, approximations, the polioy 

approaoh beoomes all the more Important and may be it 

would deserve even more attention than the former one* 
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(1 ,T,ÌATÌ963r:3e0t Crltert»' «"» »•«'»o-lo PI.»,!«, 

•ay b« «ore oonvenlmt ?J i..*^ M» ••«•  r*1'  »Mot» 
tin « t.ohaÜSS SuSîaWoS! """" n°thln« •0r* 

I 
Part !• ErpJeot *Y»lii*tlon criteria. dove).pptifnj 

Investment project evaluation Is nowaday» one of 

the oruoial problème of eoonomio theory and praotloe being 

a fora In whioh appear« the  old question of how to Make 

the beat uee of existing reeouroes. If we imagine a develop- 

ing eoonoay with soae kind of central body reaponaible for 

preparing a development piar,  it is easy to see that for 

this central body the problem of the best allooatlon of 

resouroes, In any oircumatanoas, .eans a multitude of 

decisions of what particular Investment projects to choose 
f0r Thl» oentral body must, then, have 

a criterion for selecting projects. The meaning of the 

criterion is to indicate what  is the relative benefit in- 

reived in each project. We .my, then, think of the criterion 

in yery general terms of a way to compare the  benefits 

with the cost,    or, still more generally, with aacrifices . } 

The general formula for auch comparison «ay ba written, 

after Tinbergen 1  ,  m the following way, 

r-i^iiñ 2 
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We denote here by dx   the addition to each of the 

oonoeivable aia or target variables x   «ade by a project, 

while da. stands for the    quantities used of all the 

saorlfioe   (cost    items, or faotore a.. The total number 

of ala vaneóles la indicated by I, the total number of 

factor variables by J* 

Thus, in it« general for«, the problem of finding 

a oriterlon for projeot evaluation le a problea oonoe ril- 

ing a nuaber of independent elements which have to be 

brought under a oomaon denominator« Saoh induetrial projeot 

oan be characterized by these elemente. In principle, 

these independent elements are all the aims and all the 

factor« which appear in the developaent polioy and ite 

inst rua ente. 

In these general teme, the first thing to do is 

to oompose a full list of these independent elements« 

To see the full complexity of the problea involved it is 

neoeeeary to point out  *hat eaoh of these elements repre- 

sents ( both on the aim and on the aaorifioe aide    a mag- 

nitude variable over tiae. Thus, eaoh speolfio target 

variable    suoh as,  e.g., inooae, eaployaent, etc    for 

eaoh particular year to oome ought to be treated as a 

separate variable. The same applies to ooet items. Thus, 

the number of independent eleaente Increases with the 

number of tiae units considered. 
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Supposing that it is possible to draw suoh a full 

list,  the next thing to do is to express in a 

eoamon unit all benefits obtained fro« and all sacrifices 

nade on behalf of a given projeot, the benefits being 

¿L qidxi - q1dx1  + q2dx2 + * qW 

and saorifioes being 

¿.  Pjda^ - p1djc1 + p2da2 • * Pjdftj 

finding these expressions is possible if, and only if, 

we oan find equilibrium prioes Pj for faotors and n1 

for alas, 

For any number of independent aia arfd oost variablee 

the problem of prioing oan find,  at least theoretloally, 

a solution. But it oan be easily seen that for any praotioal 

purposes of projeot evaluation and seleotion, a oertaln 

ohoioe must be «ade,  first of all,  a. to the scope and 

«aning of all the x1-. and a^-a invelved in the general 

formula. These must be soaehow limited so as to e.braoe 

only seme particular kind, of benefit, and soae particular 

kind, ef sacrifices. Thus,  so- particular simplifia for. 

of the general criterion «net be chosen. 

It follows, then, that in operational ter.« the 

gonsral problem of project évaluation oan be looked at as 

embracing two distlnot problemst 

W 

> 
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( i) that of finding a satisfactory for« of toa 

oriterlon, such as would take Into aooount what Is consider- 

ed important elements on both the benefit and the cost 

side; 

« 11)   that of finding the equilibrimi prloes for all 

the benefit and oost Items ooneldered in the oriterlon, I.e. 

such prloes that would equilibrate a given development 

programme. 

The ralatlQMTniT W^W *ì* accounting formi*, »ad V&M* 

The problem under   1    may be termed for brevity as 

that of ohooaing a parti oular aooountlng formula. 

The solution to It may be arrived at, on a macro- 

economie scale, only by means of a decision of the plan- 

ning authorities. The decision is more or less of a politic- 

al nature. Because of the very complexity of the general 

problem tho authorities have no other oholoe but to adopt 

a simplified formula. On the other hand, they do have choice 

with rsspeot to the particular simplified for. of the ac- 

counting formula which they are to adopt. The latter choice 

must alwaym be -de. that may vary, 1. the extent to which 

the mhoioe is motivated, as well me the degree of con- 

solo«•., with regard to the full range of consequences 

of adopting a lartioular aooountlng formula. 
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We shall not  be   concerned in this paper with  the 

problem of how to arrive  at  a satisfactory  accounting 

formula. What  is important  to note here,   is the  fact   that, 

whatever the  particular  decision looks like,   it  affecte 

seriously the second problem    that of priolng    at  least 

in so far that it  determines  the list of items  to  be   price!. 

Given the accounting  formula, the set  of prices 

enables us to  obtain  for each investment project  a  figure, 

representing its relative  attractiveness.  It  is  relative, 

because it is valid  only   on  the ground of the adopted  ac- 

counting formula and the  adopted set of prices.  It   is  the 

problem of how to arrive  at  a satisfactory  set  of prices 

with which we shall   be   concerned here. But  it  is now  obvious 

that the set  of prices  itself is relative with   respect  to 

the accounting formula.  Henoe, the interconnection  between 

the choice of the accounting  formila and the  problem  of 

pricing needs closer examination. 

But before entering into it one special aspect of 

this interconnection seems worth noting. As it is olear, 

in any project evaluation the result depends both on the 

adopted accounting fonuula and on the way the problem of 

pricing is solved. Owing  to this, a kind of substitution 

emerges between the actual   «>,0~„   * ^ •e actual shape of the formula and the 
prloe relations. Starting -P•« .,    * carting  from a given situation,  we may 

If 
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obtain the same result either by changing the formula,  or 

by changing price relations. This fact shows its signific- 

ance especially when we have to deal in praotioe with 

simplified  formulae and approximated,  quasi-equilibrium 

prices. We shall, «aooordlngly,  return to it when discussing 

the problem of the price of capital. 

2\i* pftftpjiiff gf shadow prioes 

Given a particular chosen shape of the aooounting 

formula, it is necessary to decide what value parameters 

are to be used for project evaluation« 

One  obvious possibility would be to use for this 

purpose the  set of market prices. But, considering the 

general shape of the accounting formula, we see at once 

that the set of markt prioes would not suffice even in the 

technical sense:  for some of the independent variables 

particularly on the  benefit side   we could hardly find 

a market price at all    if, •.*.. one of the benefit variables 

is improvement in health   » other, representing some kind 

of future outlay or benefit, would have to be valued, at 

best, at some expected future market prices, for which the 

current set would give no information. But -ore than that 

can be said against the use of market prices. It is now. 

adays commonly admitted that they do not give the proper 
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indication of what are the actual social values of the 

relevant  benefits and sacrifices,  particularly so with 

regard to situations where we are  confronted with the 

existenoe  of substantial disproportions in the available 

amounts of various factors as related  to alms.  Current 

market prloes serve different eoonomio as well as eociai 

purposes.   In this sense ti*y  fulfill several  function. 

As it has  been mentioned .they are  certainly not  equilibria 

price*, at   least  from the  long-ter* point  of view.  Yet, 

though they are faulty,  they cannot  be  totally abolished 

or repiaoed  for different reasons, it does not mean, 

however,  that current market prices set could aot pos- 

sibly be replaoed at least in 

other      • 

to so», institutions condition... Suoh splitting of the 

"natural- function, of prices fomB . ^ for ^^ 

for»trd the  idea of designing and using of a special set 

of prloes for a precisely defined ai»:  to provide a 

etiok of long-term evaluation of production factors al- 
location. 

Theoretically, such indication of the actual social 
«lues „a» be fottna * .ean„ of progMBalng ^^ 

1» the for« of the so-called shade» prices    ,or clarity 

»e shall be concerned here only wlth llnear fora Qf progrM_ 

•es...„ tenae of linear program« these prices represent 

Olí* 
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the set of parameters of the dual solution to a given over- 

all development programme. When using the previously 

introduced denotations, we may present an over-all develop- 

ment programme in the general form of: 

subject to the oondition 

max 

T 
ì 

and 

bj Z 

x1» 

where  bì is the teohnioal oo-ef fi oient showing the amount 
J 

of the  5-th factor needed to produce a unit of the i-th 

benefit item« The dual programme would then be: 

? p. a. - min 

b,  p    *   q subject to the oondition j 

The solution of this dual programme gives the shadow prioes 

of the faotors p.« 

These shadow prioes oan now be used,  in prinolple, 

for the purposes of project evaluation, by applying them 

in the oriterion-formula as factor-values. 

Tt will be notioed that in the foregoing procedure 

for priolng one set of value parameters - that for benefits 

- was treated as given and only the set of factor prices 

wao obtained by solving the dual programme. The possibility 
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of treating both sets AS unknown, although theoretically 

admissible , win be disregarded here beoause, so far, 

it has no practical signifioanoe. 

Thus, from the point  of view of a given develop- 

ment programme,  the eet of shadow prioes  represente the 

value parameters whioh ought to be assigned to all  the 

"sacrifiées"    or simply factors, as the   case say be    in 

order to make this particular programme  into its optimum 

solution. The shadow prioes show the weight of each of 

the  constraints of the given programme,  and so they,  in 

faot,  show the social values attaohed to eaoh saorifioe 

Item    or faotor    within the given programme. 

then using theee prioes for evaluating a new 

investment project  in a given accounting  formula, what 

we really do is that we compare the project    i.e.  its 

benefits and sacrifices   with the conditions of the over- 

all development programme,  out  of whioh the shadow prices 

were obtained. If it. n«t result per unit of sacrifice 

1. greater tnan zero    i.e. r   >   o in our general formula 

it shows that it would be worth while to  readjust our 

programme in such a way as to include the project in 

gestion, instead of eamething that was previously in- 

( 1) Cf. O.Lange, optUal decisions, Pi» lftrBftWf 1964# 

) 

J 
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eluded. Thus, shadow prices, in showing the weights of the 

constraints,  can also be interpreted in terms of showing 

the opportunity oost of eaoh saorifioe or factor      always 

given the development programas« 

There  is,  then,  a close link between the aotual 

shape of the acoounting formula used  for proJeo\  evaluation 

and the struoture of the development programme whioh is 

used to find the shadow prices. Clearly,  there would be 

no sense in evaluating the projects by taking into acoount 

other aims    and other weights for them    than thor ? whioh 

appear in the goal funotion of the development programme. 

The shape of the aooountlng formula must, therefore, refleot 

the shape of the development programme. The adopted simpli- 

fication of the formula ought to refleot the adopted simpli- 

fication of the development programme. 

Simplification With respept; %ç ajrnf 

As was already stated, the teohnlque of finding 

the shadow prices of a programme presupposes the value 

parameters of the goal function to be given 1  . With regard 

to the fonal» for project evaluation this can be inter- 

preted in a twofold way. 

UT— 4a men as to whether the shadow (1    KS'art&'ÏS t5.^Ä^ffeot «...eelves th. 
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Either this nay mean that from the point  of view 

of the planning body all   conceivable airas  of development 

are treated aa  direotly and aubetitutable 

for eaoh other which would  be equivalent  to  saying that 

the general ai« of development is to maximize one well- 

-quantified magnitude    suoh as, e.g.,  the value  of the 

national product •   in this  oase all new projeots,   irrespect- 

ively of the  branoh of activity whioh they  represent, 

would be direotly oomparable with eaoh other by means of ) 

the adopted value parameters for aims and shadow prices 

for faotors» 

Or, alternatively,   it may mean that, beoause of the 

diffioulty involved in treating all the alas ae 

able, the planning body deoldes to resolve the general 

problem of optisram allocation into two groups of problems: 

<i    how to ohoose properly the directions of inveet- y 
sent, and 

(ii ) takliig for granted oertain directions of 

investment, how to ohoose  properly the combinations of 

faotors for future produotion set into notion by means of 

oarrying out new investment projeota. 

It is the  latter approach that seems nearer to the 

praotioal solutions in development planning. 
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When thinking oí any strategy of development in 

terns  of building a development programme,  the normal 

situation will be that oí having a number of degrees of 

freedom in choosing the directions of investment • Hence, 

the decisions concerning particular question must 

neoessarily be arrived at, at  least partly,  by  taking 

into aooount not  only purely ecoaomlo oonsiderations» 

In the programme  suoh deoisions acquire the  form of oertain 

0      ^ constraints of the general type  of    X   >,   A^ where X 

denotes the future net  output of a given good,  and á^ 

stands for the minimum amount to be produced.  3y treating 

suoh oonstraints as given we are making allowanoe for the 

existence of non-eoonomio faotors in shaping the strategy 

of development, and at the same time we get rid of the 

generml problems involved in choosing the directions of 

investment« 

J     • Consequently, in our further reasoning we shall 

disregard entirely the question of ohoosing value para- 

meters for aims and oonoentrate on the second category of 

problems - that of the value parameters for factors, 

needed to ohoose satisfactorily the faotor combinations 

in deciding upon investment projects. This means that, 

in our general formula for project evaluation, we dis- 

regard entirely the problems Involved in evaluating the 
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expression     ¿-  q dx1 and confine our attention to those 

of evaluating   the expression   ^   p.da., «ore speoifioally, 

in finding the proper p^^ for all the kinds of sacrifices 

involved. 

Shadow prfrcaa and  tbe  \n* of the development  prnfírTmr>_ 

There  Is no general »ule about how a developaent 

programme ought to All we know is that any 

programme oust  consist  of a number of oonstraints and  of 

a goal function to be either maximized or minimized. The 

goal function is not at all the same in all  oases of develop- 

ment planning. It must  be oh osen by the planning body. 

But, depending on the type of the goal funotion ohosen, 

the shadow prices will acquire various economic meaning. 

There are «any possible types of programmes that 

oan be used,  depending on the particular way  of understand- 

ing the  function of sooial welfare    or,   rather,  on the 

particular simplified  form of this function  that  is chosen 

for practical purposes      it  seems that nowadays there are 

strong reasons to treat as the  aain form of a development 

programme that which uses maximization of the national 

product as the  goal  function.  The  reasons are  different 

for different types of countries, but the maximization of 

national product is widely used ae an approximation to the 

>     <* 
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maximisation of loolal welfare, whatever meaning is 

atoribed to the latter concept* 

However, this maximization of national product 

oan be oonaidered as a goal either In a dlreot or In 

an lndireot way. of oertaln difficulties involved 

in direot maximization of the national product, the 

goal funotion may sometimes take the form of minimizing 

sooial ooats• 

Thus, it seems that there are two main types of 

programmes    and goal functions    used In development 

planning. One is the programme serving to maximize the 

national produot which will be referred to further on 

as the A^type programme. The other is the programme in 

whioh the  desired value of output appears as one of the 

3onstralnts, while the goal funotion is that of minimiz- 

ing the  input of a given factor;  this will be denoted 

as the B-type programme. 

Both types of programmes can be solved in suoh 

a way as to find the corresponding set of shadow prices. 

But in each case the shadow prices will have a different 

oeanlng. 

Let as oonsider both possibilities with referenoe 

to an aggregated progren». in whioh the factors -ill be 

reprs.ented only by two ite»., each of the» ho-ogen, ous, 
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oalled labour   &    and oapital    I 

The A-xype of program» will then have for its goal 

funotion the national product    as the sua total of out- 

puts of various goods i1    to  be maximized,  subjeot to two 

constraints given by the available amounts of oapital and 

labour* This oan be written as follows: 

y  11 2  *   *j-   q x    « max 

Subjeot to 

£ b} x1 < 
i "L L 

with x1 £  o 

Prom tliB,  by writing the dual programas  and finding 

its optimum solution, we  oan deteraime the values for 

dZ and di or their reciprocáis. These will represent the 

marginal productivities of, respeotively,  capital and 

labour in the  optimum. At the same time,  they oan be inter- 

preted as shadow prloes of oapital and labour for this 

type of programme. 

The B-type of programme    or,  rather,  family of 

programmes   may be described as a programme where the goal 

function is either capital minimisât!on or labour minimisat- 

ion, while the  other factor and the value of output are the 

^ 4 xi 4 * ) U 

ì 
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constraints. It is easy to see that the shadow prices 

derived fro« this type of programme will represent the 

prioe of capital   or labour, depending on whioh factor 

appears in the goal funetion  ,ln terms of its marginal 

rate of substitution to labour,  or vice versa«, Their general 

fora will then be ^ or the reverse of it. 

Obviously, the  terms "shadow prioe of capital" or 

«shadow prioe of labour« mean different things in eaoh oase. 

They acquire full .eaning only when it is added to what 

type of programme they refer. Their similarity is only in 

that, in eaoh oase, they refleot the allocation of product- 

ive faotors in a developsent plan. But, einoe in eaoh oase 

they refleot different  objectives    though the initial 

situation «ay hi eraotly the same in terns of constraints 

they necessarily differ in the kind of information they 

give: 
J ( i ) in the former oase they inform about what prices 

ought to be charged to the factors in order to obtain 

a maximum national product, given the circumstances; 

(ii) in the latter case they inform about the optimum 

rate of substitution between capital and labour to obtain 

a desired level of output, given the circumstances. 

Since the two sets are conceptually quite different, 

they can be quantitatively correspondent to eaeh other 
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only by chance. Still there renins the question »hen or 

«nder .hat oonditions a set  of shado. prices derived  fro- 

one programe  le suivaient  to  respective prices  dertved 

'rom another one. Given  th« aim<.   i««*-«   -, ». niveo  tue sane   Initial eoonoalo oo-idltione 

and spectrum of techniques,  the solution of the B-typ, 

prograM. .ould be equivalent to that  of th. A-typ. only 

provided that th. value  of output used as a constraint  1„ 

the B-type .ould be equal to the «axi•, 0, the funotlûc 

arrived at  m the A-type. But thl. can happeD only  by pure 
chance« 

It may  be taken  for granted  that   In most cases the 

A-type of progne would be most  suitable  for the purposes 

of develops  programing. But then the  gestion arises 

as to  the desirable  degree  of arresati• .«+», o        UA aggregation with  respect to 
faotore    •    -       .^.u-.,.- !; 

The assumption of  >< rf .   . 
of labour and capital obvious^ 

ly oannot be admitted for any purposes other than purely 

theoretical. Moreover, the assumption of a given structure 

of the product to be maximized OWfl+« u uittxxmizea  creates its own difficulties 
for the practical approach. Thus,  the   -   . • 

needed to build up and eolve this type of ««.<, 
type or programme is too 

great to «ake any possible use of it m practice. 

Henoe recourse i. freqUeatly taken to th# 

programe »hioh seens better suit.* * 
suited for ««king ju8tlfiabl9 
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simplifications. In thia sense the B-type  of programme 

may serve as a substitute for the A-type,  although its 

optimum may be  treated only  as an approximation to the 

A-cype optimum,   if actually the maximization of national 

produot  le treated  as the  deßired  end in itself. It   is 

only if we hit  at a maximum of the national product  in 

determining the condition for a B-type 

programme that  the two solutions would be  equivalent. 

But  it would seem rather obvious that the procedure  of 

arriving  at a maximum of this kind in the B-type models 

would be very cumbersome. 

It must, however, be noted that the B-type of 

programme may,  in oertain oases, be treated as desirable 

to use not as a substitute for the A-type,  but  for its 

own merits. In snob a oase the shadow prioee of such 

a programme would preserve their full meaning,  subjeot 

only to the simplifications of the programme itself and 

not baring to be treated as a kind of substitute    and 

approximation    to those derived from tne A-type programme. 

Thr. n^rgfifttlnn q+ +Hf ïr?m— •** the "**SiîJÛI*&SB. 

3inoe the shadow prioes which are to be used in 

the formula for project evaluation are entirely dependent 

in their economic meaning on the type of the programme 
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chosen  for the  purpose of  iinding the opti«.» solution, 

It follows that,  the degree of aggregation  of the shadow 

prloss  is also dependent upon  the degree  of aggregation 

of the   programe,   if,  e.g. we  consider a highly aggregated 

programme of the A-type formulated  In  terns  of «il.um, 

the national produot subject   to the  oonstralnts of capital 

and labour, what  we obtain as  shadow prices are aggregated 

value parameters  for capital and  labour    related to  the 

national produot       If,  on the  other hand, we  consider ar 

equally aggregated  programme  of the B-type,  where,  «ay, 

»inl«l2ation of labour outlay  Is the goal  function, we' 

derive  fro« it the price of capital m terns of saving 

the labour outlay,  i.e. a rate  of substitution of capital 

for labour. But if either of the progra-«» ,a. t0 B0«e 

extent disaggregated,  e.g.  if the  capital constraint were 

presented In the for» of several constraints,  separately 

for various groups of capital goods, then we would be 

able to  derive fro- the prograa-e a set  of shadow prices, 

a price  for each of the group, of „pital g00i.. 

Let us concentrate on the exa,px. cf th, Wxp| 

program and think of th. .„do- price, in ter., of rates 

of substitution between labour and capital. UI course,  „ 

would seem perfectly sound to m. B+ a t0 »i* *t gat ting individual 
rateo of substitution   «apitai-iabmii.    -P. «•^.»i-iÄOour    for every kind of 
investment goods. Thus, ve »n«i* u t  rnuBf we would have instead of one uniform 

f   I* 
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y 

t • 

rate p a set of rates p^, 3-1,..J« 

Using one uniform rate would mean th*t, In the ac- 

counting formula for project evaluation, the expression 

representing total cost would take the formt 

But, as pj la derived from the B-type programme as the 

shadow price of ospitai in terms of labour, pL would equal 

1 and the whole expression would be simplified into 

Pj. K + U 

Similarly, with differentiated prioes for various 

capital goods, the expression would ta*> the formt 

/ £ A . K1/ * L 

where x m ! I represents the number of separately 

treated capital goods. It would certainly be desirable to 

teve the set  of prices p*. However, to arrive at such 

a desirable state of affairs seem, still nowadays practical- 

U iMpo-sible. On the other hand, there does exist a com- 

ply cultivated a*d well-established practice of using 

in project evaluation a uniform price of capital in teme 

of labour, I.e. rate of substitution. 

But,  of course, In the expression p*. K I **ere P* 
^J Ä Ä* «imitai) the need remains 

stände for the uniform price of capital 

Tffl 
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to trio. „o.eho. the differed o.plt.1 goodB lnoluded ln t 

Therefor., the for.«!. u.ed common^ ln praotlo8 ^ b< 

presented ae: 

% Pjr    .    X      Pl    .    kj 

where kt  repreaenta the QUM+IH^    *      _. li- toe quantities of rarloua oapital 
«oods, ,hll. Pl thelr prtoes ,8ubordWed, to the generai 

P*oe ., oapltal v In thl„ eipreBsion ^        ie a ghaao> 

price of oapital derived f•« +K«    , 

•e, while the queetion of flndin« all th* . 
_. "*g a11 tne Pt remains open. 
The practical solution i. n*+.     + "t,ign 1B ort^n to use  th* M.V.ì     __# w uae *ne market prioea 
for the p.# 

that J T'" l0Ok 8t *' PraOUOal f0•Ul« ln*>•' - that the fiMl „wlt    the 

of ja -•Ä    ,       , oapital;   is the product 
of a general prioe of capital and th.    - 
«a«l+Äl „ Pri0eB of ^di^idual oapital goods« 

We may, then, arrive at *h- - 
in th. +.   , "*•• prloe of oapital la the two different ways: 

1) by using different prioea t,    •A 
•   ioeB Pi and a uniform p^ 

2) * -1»« "«»««Ut.« pj rates. 

The f„„9r way .„„ aore ^ 

"T '" "* °f ~- —^ better or L "**- ~"~ - «- ».. of ^ X      * 
mor. op.r.tlon.1. •te ls 

Ml« 
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But the vftrv  observation of the existence  of the 

two wayB means to underline the  faot    mentioned  earlier 

In general terms >  that there oxiats substitution between 

the shape of the accounting formula used for projeot 

evaluation and  the  set of prices used  in this  formula. 

It «ay he even sefely said that this  rule of substitution 

dominates the   Held of prioing in project evaluation. 

This means that in determining the  prices to be  used the 
T'      * shape of the  accounting  formula ehould be clearly kept 

in mind,  and vice versa. This is sometimes overlooked by 

those who are anxious to  stress one-sidedly the  role of 

the price structure in project  evaluation. 

Furthermore,  this observation points out that to 

use a uniform, aggregated  shadow price    such as the p^ 

in the  exmmple given above    can hardly mean a satisfactory 

solution of the problem of pricing In project  evaluation. 
1     % If this shadow price is used in combination with market 

prices, the ultimate effect is difficult to predict, it 

.ay happen that the use of market prices levels off the 

benefits of using the shadow prices derived from an ag- 

gregated programme. 

The «odela of long-ter» growth U.U.1U —— « 

integrate «fork of oo.p.tltlve market,    in a aarket 

econo-y    or a high degree of o.atraUy directed «obility 
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of production faotors    in a centrally planned economy 

which permit  a high degree of aggregation,  and BO they 

are  of limited  relevanoe to the  less developed countries 

with their 

-• fragmented economies, 

— very laperfeot markets, 

- and badly based prioe  relations. 

Theoretioaiiy then shadow prloes derived  from euch 

•ver-aggregated models are of limited value« 

Part II. The aooountlnf prloes and some methods of their 

The theoretioal solution being known, the problem 

arises how far it is possible to use the  shadow prloes In 

actual prices« 

Attempts observed all over the developing world 

to overcome  existing there structural disequillbria and 

by the same taken to put a firm ground for future economic 

development  lead neoessarily to the elaboration of some 

kind of development plans» It is rather obvious that 

governments  or special agenoies in obarge of planning aim 

at the elaboration of optimum programmes as olose as 

possible« 



ft 

But, so  far,  it must,  be impossible to build 

up a detailed programme,  determined in every  detail and, 

in a sense,  infallible. This  is ao because of  Inadequate 

information or inability of prooesslng the  information 

whioh would be available. Therefore,  in aotual praotioe, 

the value parameters that are to refleot a oertain develop- 

ment  programme must be nothing more than approximations to 

the Ideal shadow prloes that would be derived  from a perfeot 

over-all programme. This is due to several reasons, some 

of whioh are  the   following: 

(i    the  programmes    and, accordingly,  the aooounting 

formulas   are simplified by disregarding some of the in- 

dependent variables both on the benefit and  the saorifioe 

side; 
(11 : produotion faotors are aggregated into broad 

groups and simplified assumptions as to the inter-faotoral 

substitution are adopted; 
ill    the »ethoda of  oosputation are far fro« be- 

ing preoise. 

In order to dr.. a distinction line bet.ee» these 

approximated ral», pantere that oan be arrived at 1» 

~ 4.UO+ »mild be derived fro« an real praotioe from those that would oe 

,      , -.    —  «hAil oall the former ones aooounting ideal model, we shall oaxx 
*„„ +h* term «shadow prices" for the 

prloes, while reserving the term   « 

latter. 
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There seem to  be two main features  of the  aotaal 

methods of oomputlng  the accounting prices ae approximation 

to shadow prices.  One  is that they are  derived  from what 

may be oalled partial soluti one. The  other i e that they 

represent aggregative value parameters and  as auoh are 

subject to the qualifioatlone made with reapeot to ag- 

gregative shadow prices above. 

It must  be noted, however,  that   there is something 

to may in defenoe of the aggregative value  parameters, 

when they taxe -cue approximated form of accountlng prices« 

lamely, if they were to be disaggregated aooordlng to 

types of fmotor« and time perioda, they would have to be 

ourrently adjusted. But the very prooedure of current 

adjustment is rendered unnecessary when we have to do 

with approximations of a broadly aggregative nature. 

It has been observed that  "despite the greater 

potential «ffioienoy of planning deoielons made by the 

use of aooountlng prloes, they have rarely been calculated" 

and used in planning       , The reasons  for suoh a state of 

affairs are obviously malnfold. It has been brought out 

1 ^ The ttse of Apoountlng Prices in planning by G.F.Papanek 
and Moeen À.Qureshi United Hat iena Conferenoe on 
the Application of Soienoe and Teohnology .... 
E/Conf. 39/H/81. 
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that Inter alia,  the oonoept  of accounting prices Is dif- 

fioult  to make plausible and  aooeptable  to non-eoonouiiste 

engaged in economic activities« It  seems  that  this is 

linked with a still poor understanding by »any of the 

role  of a plan In  a development process.   Actual praotis- 

, ing in planning  should mean a great deal  in this reapeot 

and seems to  be  quite promising. On the  other hand, ac- 

counting prioes are not easy  to oaloulate: 

ñ)    • . there are  vivid  disagreements on the approaoh and 

basis to be used  for their calculations     theoretical 

obstaoles   . 

- Chere are  Inadequate data and acquiring them is costly 

and time-consuming bustlness information obntaoles. 

Finally,  the application of aocountin« prioes 

presupposes some  requirements in praotioe not so easy 

to meet as regarde the  organization of an economy and 
•)   # 1 1 its economic policy      • 

Notwithstanding the.* obstacles and in the absence 

of detailed informations that would be needed for set- 

ting up a comprehensive inter-industry programming frame- 

work various methods are suggested in which the rationale 

SÎlSSS^-SSîStA'tSly of bankable industrial 
projects» 

I I 
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of the  ideal analytical tool - a model of an optimal 

development  programme - is attempted to be  followed  by 

approximation. 

Generally  speaking,  the   essence  of all  those 

simplifications boils down  to  the  fact  that  they  are all 

partial solutions. As an alternative to a solution derived 

from an over—all programme,   partial solution means  to 

determine the aooountlng prloe  for each  factor separately. 

This  opens a broad  range of possibilities and  dil- 

lemas  before planners.  First,   they  face  the 

whioh one of all the  conceivable approaohes to ohoose  in 

a given situation and,  second,  how far to go in the refine- 

ment of a would-be-applied method. 

As to the procedure,   some rationalization — stem- 

ming from the praotloal experience - might be observed 

in the behaviour of relevant  planning authorities as 

regards the  computation of aooountlng prioes. 

It 

use aooountlng prioes at all are anxious to compute the 

prices of these faotora whioh are in shortage . 

And so, there are oountries which bother, above all, 

about how to estimate the right rate for foreign exchange, 

•ome other care first of all   ;  . the capital interest  rate, 

and still other are primarily conoerned about wage  rate. 

pr 

de 

bv 
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» 

11  is obvious that  each of these approaohes  depende on the 

current  economics  situation and the way  of viewing of the 

present and  future development  of the domestic eoonomy. 

The latter express  Itself also In the  oholoe  of time horizon 

as a basis for computation of accounting prices. There 

does exist a close  relationship between the  institutional 

framework and "picking up of approximate ac- 

counting price.  Por  instance,   in a mixed  economy as an 

accounting price of a given factor oan be picked up some 

actual price ! out  of  few    only checkeu against  others. 

On the  other hand a centralised economy by necessity    due 

to the uniform prices    rule    requires deriving of ac- 

counting prices from some sort of an economic model. 

Although accounting price3 - as It was earlier 

mentioned - have    !        rarely calculated and  even more 

rarely applied in developing countries there exists a sub- 

stantial and growing body of mostly methodological ex- 

perience and suggestions as to their estimation. 

It  is beyond the  scope of this paper to give a de- 

tailed and exhaustive survey of all the endeavours in the 

field  of estimation <wà application of the accounting 

prices. However,  it  is possible to point  out the main 

devices and approaches used in order to arrive at  some 

applied in practice set  of accounting prices. Motivated 

by the most general  feature of all these calculations 
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partial solution-we order this  outline,   first   of all, 

according  to   character of  resources i.e.   capital,   labour 

and  foreign exchange. Accounting prices  of  natural   re- 

sources are not   considered  here  since   they  are   computed 

in praotioe only in very sporadic caaea. 

Aggountlctf: price of capital 

commonly usee'    ways of calculation of an aocounting pri 

of capital. 

ce 

1    Approving one out  of the existing "market" 

interest  rates as a social rate  of interest  on  capital. 

Por instance,   "In Pakistan the  discount  rate     of the  central 

bank    has  been around  1 - h  percent,  the  interest   rate 

charged  by   commercial banks   ranges  from 4-10  percent, 

and money-lenders may charge  25 - /|0 percent  or more. 

However,   it  appears that at  times  industrialists and 

businessmen obtain  funds from  each other at   rates  ranging 

from  10 - 15 percent'.     The  last   rate has   been   chosen  on 

the  ground  of the  following reasoning:   "the  central   bank 

discount   rate  and  the   ratpn  on^n^  ± <~ "   «-ne  raxes applied to government  trans- 

actione are established with  little regard to  the product- 

ivity  of capital and tend to  be  too low. On the other hand, 

Interest  rates  outside the organized money »arket  tend to 

i.e too high because of »onopoly elements,  high  adninistrativ, 

costs and high  risk premium.  It mlght  be po8Slble>  how. 
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1 

IV   • 

ever,  to  find market  Interests that are  least affected 

by Institutional fact ore"   '   . Thus the rate   10 - 15 percent 

has  been regarded as that  leant affected  by 

institutional faotors and  against can  be  checked 

interest  rates obtained  in  some other way. 

Another method  is  sometimes recommended which is 

indeed very similar to the  one  Just outlined.  It  consists 

in deriving an average  interest  rate from multiple current 

rates» 

2    "The marginal productivity of capital    understood 

as an accounting interest  rate    oan be derived  by obtain- 

ing the    rate of return    earnings minus costs    for the 

marginal project  in a field where cost-benefit  calculat- 

ions are  feasible". In practice "The marginal  productivity 

of oapital ...oan be approached  oy obtaining the  rate cf 

return on the proposed  *overnaent industrial project with 

the  lowest return among those inoluded in the development 

program    ignoring any projeots inoluded largely for non- 

eoonomio reasons ;.  In those calculations the prevailing 

interest  rate oa» be used in oalculating Investment costs 

and in discounting future  oost and benefit  streams. The 

result  is a first approximation to a rate of interest 

which oan then be used  to  recalculate the  rate  of return 

(1 ) G.P.Papanek and M.A.Qureshi, op.cit. 
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for a few Industrial projeóte to find a new marginal  rate 

of return.  This more refined   rate  of return on capital 

employed  in  industry  oan then  be  checked  by similar 

calculations  for projects in other fields and  for private 

industrial projects on whioh reasonably  reliable informat- 

ion is available».  It  remains  only  to establish reasons 

for whioh fcovernment  industrial projeots are  considered 

as  suitable  for oaloulating the marginal productivity  of 

capital. The arguments  for it  are as follows:   "Generally, 

information will  be most  readily available on proposed 

government  investments #..« with less deliberate 

"In addition,  government  projects are more likely to 

include  some with returns that are marginal or  close  to 

it,  since private enterprise will seek high profits while 

government will undertake  some projects  it considers 

desirable,  though less profitable". Industrial projeots 

are preferrei  for better availability and manageability % j fl 

of data,  too.  Calculations carried along these prescript- 

ions in Paki.tan for the  First Five-Year Plan proposed 

government industrial projeote revealed that:  "The rate 

of return on the projects that  could be included in the 

development plan ranged around 12 - 15 percent,  including 

some important private investments"   ' . 

f1 ' IMd. 
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v 3    The third way of ar  estimation  of an accounting 

prioe  of oapital oonunonly used  in a majority of Centrally 

Planned Economies    CPE    1B marginal of "recoupment period," 

We placed this method ae the   last one on our list    ar- 

ranged  in an ascending order of refinement    of the most 

commonly used methods of  computation of an accounting 

price  of capital. It happened  for two reasons:   first, 

this method has been used in several countries  for some 

tl«e,   secondly,  it has been derived  in some interprétions 

explicitly  from two-factor model labour-capital. 

The marginal "recoupment period"  represents the 

accounting prioe of fired oapital valued  in terms of 

labour;  it  is arrived at under certain simplifying as- 

sumptions,   but is actually used for the purposes of 

Investment  choioe. 

Conceptually, the notion of the marginal "recoup- 

ment period" stems fro« the necessity of comparing,  in 

deoidin« upon the choice of any particular investment 

project, the investment outlay with tne current cost of 

running the plant which is tc be constructed. It can oe 

assumed that all the possible technical variants of 

constructing the plant  can be arranged in the order of 

increasing investment  outlay per unit of future product 

which at the same time will mean a decreasing order of 
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ourrent  cost  of production per unit  of the produot,   all 

other technical solutions  being disregarded as   obviously 

effective  or absolutely   ineffective.  If we assume  that 

the  current   cost  of production  ie meant   in terms of  labour 

only,  and   that  thero  is  perfect  homogeneity  both of  labour 

as   representing  ourrent   oosts of production    and  of 

capital    as investment  outlays      then  the 

problem is  reduced to that  of substitution of   capital for 

labour    or vice versa    along the  isoquant  representing 

the  desired  future  output» It  is obvious that   the  chosen 

solution will  depend upon the   constraints and  the goal 

function of the programme. Anyway,  the arrived  at  solution 

will  always  be characterized   by a certain  rate   of sub- 

stitution  between  labour and  capital. Given the  constraints, 

the  rate  that   can be adopted  for the economy ae a whole, 

when expressed  in terms  of the number of years necessary 

to  repay  the  extra amount  of  capital by  the annual  saving 

in  current  cost,  is the  marginal period  of recoupment. 

The  concept  of the "recoupment period"  used  in 

sooialist  countries for investment  project evaluation,  is 

sometimes understood as the time needed  to recuperate the 

oapital  invested assuming a given amount    in terms  of aims 

obtained annually 

%      • 

V   6 

1    See  e.g* J.Tinbergen, Proieot Criteria,  in:  Economie 
Planning,  The Hague,   1963. 

J 
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This understanding would classify the  "recoupment 

period" among different  simplified versions  of criteria 

for project It  is, however,   based  on a certain 

confusion,   resulting from formal  similarity  to the general 

formula of the oriterion. In actual fact,   the  "recoupment 

period"  oan best  be interpreted as reciprocal of the 

interest rate and  thus not as a criterion for the  choice 

of projects,  but  as the price assignee  to the  capital in- 

vested« 

Indeed,  let us  recall the general oriterion  for 

project evaluation in the form suggested by Prof.Tinbergen: 

Ll_^:-í-i¿la¿— 
r   *    m   * X~ 

where b stands for the amount obtained    in terms of aims 

from a given project,  and s  stands  for the  cost of carrying 

out the project,  the  dx1 representing increments in various 

aims valuated at  q\ while da¡) denoting different  cost 

items valuated at Pj.  This  formula  can be simplified in 

vafious ways,      one  of them being such as to  make  b mean 

the annual  increment  in the value  cf    net, national product, 

while  s would mean total annual cost  both of capital and 

labour needed ta produoe this increment, tout understood 
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on the assumption of homogeneity of eaoh of these factors. 

With this in mind, let us write: 

s 3 K.m + I, 

where K stands  for the  amount,  of  capital  outlay,  ci -  for 

the interest   rat-,   and   L - for the  annual  cost   of  labour. 

Instead,  we  may also write: 

3 = | +  L 

where T would mean the  »marginal period  of  recoupment" as 

used in the  practice  of  soolalist  countries.  It   is obvious, 

then,  that T  is not per se a criterion  for project  evaluat- 

ion,  but a method of bringing capital  outlay  to   common 

denominator with labour outlay,  i.e.  a way  of expressing 

the price of  capital. 

What may be, however,  misleading about  it,   is  the 

very name attached to  it.  The  reason for using it   becomes 

clear when we  take into account that,  when  comparing two 

variants of a project which,  to simplify the  reasoning, 

are  both  characterized  by the  same value  of  b    Increment 

in aim..),  we may use either of the two method*: 

i    use a standard value of  the  "marginal period 

of    recoupment« and  find  out  the  relation between the 

following two expressions: 

>    K< Í1 
T    + L1 

% !• 

-2 T 
T    + L2 
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which may aleo be written as: 

•  • 

E^ra + L1 
> 

Kptn + L2 

1 where m « ¿ la a standard  rate of interest; here we  would 

tend to ohooae  the variant with the minimum sum total of 

oosts;  or 

<ii    use a direot way  of comparing the two variants 

by  finding the  relation between the extra amount  of  oapital 

needed to   bring about a decrease  in the  labour coat,  i.i. 

The above ratio may be,  lor any pair of variants, 

interpreted as the  number of years in which the  extra 

amount of oapital Ki - *2 i* going to be  recuperated by 

the  reduction in the annual oost of labour E2 - S1# 

Henoe,  it may be called the «individual  reooupment  period" 

for projeot     1    as oompared with project    2, and may be 

denoted here  by T' • 

It  is easy to see that, for any pair of projects, 

the magnitude T'   represents a rate of substitution between 

oapital and labour. If we imagine  that all the projects 

for a given economy are presented in an increasing order 

of this rate of substitution, then we necessarily arrive 

at a maximum acceptable rate which is determined by the 
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existing constraints with respect to the  available amouAts 

of both capital and labour. This maxlmun rate is nothing 

else  but  the "marginal period   of recoupment" denoted  earlier 

by T«,  Thus, to  choose a variaAt,  it becomes necessary  to 

fulfil  the condition T'      T.  It  is in  this  sense,   but   only 

in this  sense,   that  the "period  of recoupment" may  be 

interpreted to  be  a criterion  for choosing  investmen + 

pro jeuts. 

It  is of some interest  to note that  the oapital 

interest  rate as the reoipreoal of the so oalled standard 

"recoupment period«  commonly used in CPE varies within the 

range of 15 percent» 

It is well-known that  «a major difficulty in oaloulat- 

ing the accounting prioe of labour stems  from the  faot 

that  labour is a much lesB homogeneous and mobile factor 

than capital, and Institutional coneiderations are an even 

more important  source of imperfection in labour than In 

the capital market"      , 

It is commonly admitted that because there are 

various  categories  of unskilled,  semi-skilled and highly 

skilled labour and theii  supply varies in particular areas 

(1  )G.F.Papanek and M.A.Qureshi op.oit.  p#3# 
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and at particular times of the year the  only  correct 

procedure would be to calculate the acoounting price of 

labour separately  for each set  of  circumstances,  Evidently, 

this  is not feasible nowadays. The pricing problem of labour 

in projeot  evaluation is being solved in different ways 

in different  oountries. 

il »  There are  oountries in whloh the ourrent market 

prioes of labour i.e.  aotual wage  pates are used.  Project 

evaluation men reason that although the  labour market is 

undoubtedly imperfect,  actual wages to a considerable extent 

refleot  differing oircumstances with respect to skill, 

seasonality of work and the cost of social overhead facilit- 

ies. This approach »leaving as It is" may prove satisfactory 

in smaller countries with a restively high mobility of 

labour, unfortunately,  the method »leaving as it  is» is too 

often used in countries with obviously  contrary conditions. 

, 2 ) Th. .-e are  oountries in whioh planners buoy with 

the industrial project evaluation are trying to estimate 

some sort  of accounting price for labour. In practice,  it 

takes the form of introducing a new set  of wage rates or 

correction of aotual wages. 

The first approach is linked with the way of taking 

into account the problem of hemogensity of labour. Labour 

is usually broken down into two broad categories:  unskilled 

aud skilled labour. 
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It  is oonsidered that,  as regarde  skilled and 

professional  labour,  the divergenoe  between market wages 

and  real  socia', wages is  in the  opposite  direction  from 

unskilled   labour:  market  wages tend  to  be   below  real 

social wage*,.  However,  since a    it  is too difficult  to 

oaloulate amounting wages for  these workers  because there 

are  too many disparate groups and,   b    most  allocation 

deoiaions are  in any  case not very  sensitive  to  account- 

ing prices  for very  specialized and soaroe manpower,   it * 

is sufficient  to oaloulate accounting wage  rates for un- 

skilled and semi-skilled  labour. 

An estimation  of an accounting price  for unskilled 

labour involve, usually  in developing countries the 

estimation of its marginal productivity in agriculture. 

It is so because the bulk of labour employed m new 

industrial projects  in those countries stems  from agri- 

culture. As it  oan be  easily guessed the marginal product- * 

irity of labour in agriculture  in developing countries 

may vary in a quite  broad range.  It may be a zero,   some- 

where above zero or,  even in some special oases below 

zero« Technically, th* nrnftaDa _* *A *xj, me prooeeB of its quantitative esti- 
mation la not a simple one. 

Generally speaking, atte«pts to take into account 

an even geographical  labour distribution in project 

evaluation oan be »et »ore often. The .ay of reflecting 
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the  labour immobility in wage  rates used in accounting 

formulae may be  illustrated  by means of wage correction 

methods applied  in CPE. 

There have  been suggested two methods of taking into 

account sooial  costs caused by the uneven labour distribution, 

especially in those  countries where the latter phenomenon 

is very premlnent. 

1 j The differentiation of wage  rates in an accounting 

formula regionally according to labour market  situation« 

^ a ) In regions of labour shortage current wage  rates 

are  to be multiplied by  coefficient,  say w,  greater than 1. 

(ti)   In regi.ons of excess  labour supply actual wage 

rates are to  be multiplied by the coefficient  lower than 1. 

Í2) The differentiation of the "recoupment period"  in 

the accounting formula. 

ia In a region of the labour shortage the "recoupment 

period" in the accounting formula T' is to be lower than the 

standard "recoupment period" T' < T. 

b ) In a region of labour excess T'   is to  be higher 

than T i.e. T'>  T. 

Both methods are giving the same results as it  can 

he seen from the "bcvsio" form of the aooounting formula 

commonly used in some CPE. 

w 
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i + K » min« 

wh«rei I - investment outlays, 

T - the  standard "recoupment period", 

K - production ooate, 

P - output. 

Ihe__a_coountinA prloea of  foreign exchange 

The practical experience  shows that  the use  of the 

accounting prioe  for foreign exchange  for both the  ooet  and 

return Bide,   substantially  change the  relative priority  of 

some  industrial projects. 

There have  been developed  seTeral approaches which, 

it   is understood,  can be applied in different  situation  in 

order to obtain the  practically useful accounting price  for 

foreign exchange. We  confine  ourselves in the 

only  to a few  of the most  important  and  interesting méthode 

of its computation, 

a; "in an exchange system which relies exclusively 

upon multiple   exchange rates to maintain balance  of payments 

equilibrium,  the weighted average effeotive rate should givo 

an approximate  indication of the accounting exchange  rate. 

Similarly,  in a system with a unitary exchange  rate  but with 

reliance upon tariffs and   subsidies,  the total amount  of 

customs duties  collected,  plus  subsidies paid  out  as a propor- 

tion of total  imports plus exports,   should  indicate the 

é 

* 
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undervaluation of  foreign exchange,    in both oaees,  the 

assumption is made that  there  are no  long-run gains  or 

losses  in exchange  reserves       These approaches   remain use- 

ful so  long as  direct  controls  are net an  important means 

of achieving a balance  in   foreign accounts.  The more  import- 

ant  the  direot   oontrols,   the more these  calculations  become 

a check on tther methods  rather than the  primary method  for 

oaloulating the  accounting foreign exchange rate. 

.2)  A  second approach is based  on the application of 

the purchasing power parity theory. This involves the  cal- 

culation of the accounting exchange  rate  from a comparison 

of the variation in the  country's prices,  over some   reason- 

able period  of time, with that in some  other country which 

has approximate equilibrium in Its balance of payments and 

no reliance  on restrictions. According to this approach, 

the relative variation in the price  levels in the two 

countries should be proportional to the  relative variations 

in their exchange rates.  The main limitations of this approach 

are:  ( s ) it  is  difficult  to find a suitable period for 

purposes of comparison  since  one must start with a certain 

-normal"  stage in the country's balance of payments; 

lb) price data are frequently neither adequately comprehen- 

sive ncr sufficiently comparable; and    c ) it takes no account 

of the  fact  th.t over a period of time,  economic growth and 
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other ohanges oan profoundly alter the struoture of 

demand and of imports and exporte  of a  oountrv. 

A variant   of the above approaoh  is  to   ooapare 

prices  in the  oountry and  In  the world  market   for the 

major domestioally produoed  and consumed  commodity  or 

commodities and   derive the  exchange  rate  from their relation- 

•hip.  This is,  if  the country  primarily  produces and 

consumée rioe,  and the prioe  of rioe is   1,000 monetary 

units per ton while it  is ?  200 per ton  on the world 

market   lo.i.f.j   one would conclude  that   the accounting 

exchange rate should be five  unite to  the dollar. A compa- 

rison of goode that are  largely imported  or exported  is 

not of much use  for this purpose since  their international 

prioe and the  official crchange rate are the main deter- 

minants of their domestic prioe. This method  is therefore 

useful only when    a , the  oountry produces and  consumes 

itself one or a few commodities that make up a substantial 

part of the GNP;    lb    these  commodities are  traded inter- 

nationally hut are not major imports or exports for the 

particular country;  and  [0    there are no  serious problems 

in comparing quaHty, Even so,  the method  has  substantial 

weaknesses siuCe the prices of domestically produced and 

consumed commodities are often strongly influenced by 

institutional and other domestic factors which  introduce 
prioe distortions"      , 

(i)    G.F.Papansk. op.ûit. 
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(3  )The  extent  of  the neoessary adjustment in the 

actual exchange rate  oan be obtained by looking at  the 

t r»; it i i.   •,,        of exports and importe,  eapeoially the 

former.  AB an illustration of -juoh an approach we shall 

quote extensively tne method applied in Israel 

This method  reste upon inputing an accounting price to 

capital and labour and  comparing projects on the  basis 

of the  implied cost  per unit  of foreign exchange. 

"In praotioe,  and in the absenoe of better information, 

labour is valued at  its market prloe, and oapital is 

imputed  some  rate  of interest  equal, say,  to the  real 

marginal coat of foreign borrowing    8 percent is the 

aooeptad government practice   • In principle one should 

then compara the implied cost in domestic resources per 

unit of foreign exchange earned    in case of exports    or 

saved   (in case of import substitutes    with an accepted 

measure  of the accounting exchange rate       , If the  latter 

IB unknown all one  can do is to list projects by order of 

increaeing -exchange cost- and follow the list in an up- 

ward direction till investment  funds are exhausted. In 

... we  shall confine ourselves 
illustrating this we 

,1,0» investit Alloc,;:ion Criteria Under •^^ 
\\tZ lÄce "„ÄeriTro/lnSestaent Pelici«, 

Geneva,  196? ) - 
(2 )01.arly,  « the -^f/^r^^ncÄr 

ou lati on* 
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to the oaee of exporta. 

Table  1. 

BREAKDOWN OP PRIMARY  INPUTS INTO  REAL DOMESTIC 

AND IMPORTED COMPONENTS 

Auxiliary table for computations 

Total item 

1. 

Breakdown of oaoital 
ftt o ok — 

K1  - Imported equipment j 

Kg -   Domestic equipment 

Domestio 
Component 

1 CT Í 

2. 

Foreign 
Exchange 
Component 

Remarks 

3. 

' 

4. 

Ko "• Structures 

K'  - inventories 

K1+K2+K3+K'a Total 
Capital 
Stook 

• 0.80 K2 

+ 0.86 K,   I 
3 

+ 0.60 X' 

__L  
Costs entering the 
profitability oal- 
gulatjon 

0.08 A+r/ - Account- 
lng 
profits 

0.08 ^ 

+ 0.20 K, 

+ 0.14 K. 

+ 0.40 r 

1 

%W 

i 

n 

~ 

K. 

Based  on import 
component or        f 
equipment sect    i 
Import  componenti 
of struoture 
branch j 
Import  oomponentj 
of  change in 
inventory in        I 
1958 

Definition: 
Sum total of 
above 

«l<? 

0.08 1\ Based on the 
8* profit as- 
sumption 

./. 
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1. 

D - Depreciation 

M - Imported raw 
materials 

_   4y   - 

2. 

D, 

3. 

D 

f - • Compensation 
f Of   >í::U .H'jt . -V t" 

• 

+ CL 
cL«o.( )8V 

ft.  

Arb. allocated 
acoordln# to 
oapital 

ì 

Cg*0.08 

s    s 

Total  real aoolal 
oosts 

a) Clearly the depreciation rate of the two compone ut s if ^pital 
should not be the same, but the error involved In this simpli- 
fying assumption cannot be great. 

b)We here assume that the market price of labour reflects the 
real social oost  involved. 

4 <• 

M„re    specifically, suppose that the ooamodity in 

questi«! has been broke» do.n into It. primary direct and 

Indirect input  comptent.    -   all imported   %    oost  items 

including  r». material.,  repUoement and accounting interest 

on foreign equipment    and all domestio (111 component, kept 

under «parate heading., denote these by Cg and 0, respective- 

ly, .11 tn term, of a commodity unit  in domestio prices 

table, 0, l«JI5"»8!L?hen existing offloia» exchange 
Z^lfXlÏÏlJ. £ î»U.r«s ral.ed to 3.00 It.* 
In February 1962, 
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Tabid   ••    s*ts  out  the  ingredients  of this   oalculation  in 

schematic  iashion which,  we hope,   ie  self-explanatory. 

The  ingredients  of this  calculation might   be   clarified 

by  relating them  to  the  usual exhaustive   breakdown  of a  com- 

modity unit   into  its primary dlreot  and  indirect   coat   ele- 

ments:   Imports    M       Compensation  of Employees    ff      Depreciat- 

ion    D      Remuneration of Capital    F    and  Taxes net  of Sub- 

sidies    T-S )   We  have: 

M+W + D+P+    T - 5    =1 

Comparing this identity with  total  real social  costs 

i domestic • foreign, as derived  from the  individual  components 

in Table   1,  we obtain: 

CL • C3  =  0.03/MT/ • •  • D • I .   1  _ /„/ . A,o.08/MV 

In other words,  the inference between total  real social 

costs,  as here  defined, and  between  total Input«,    resources 

as denned in the national accounts,   say,   He, m the  sub- 

tractlnn  of net  Indirect   taxes    ,hloh do not  00n3tltute 

costs to   society-   and of the  »excess  remuneration of capital", 

-here the  !atter le defined as the  difference  between the 

actual  remuneration  „f capital and  the lmputed 3 percent. 

I.e. -e regard any  such »surpius profit- as a transfer pay- 

ment and not as a real oost  Item. 

All we need now Is a„ estimate of what  the unit  of 

commodity  In gestion would fetch on the foreign »arket. 



Denote  this  by R   , which again was,  in this  oase,  evaluated 

in IL*  at  the  existing  official exchange  rate    1.80 IL/$ 

The  ooBt  per unit   of foreign exchange named  in that   com- 

modity  is then defined as: 

rx - 

4      # 

4  * 

9 S 

1.80 II/? 

For illustrative  purposes this measure was here worked  out 

for a 42  branch breakdown of the economy  in  1958,  based on 

an input-output table  of the  same order of detail.  For 

planning purposes much greater detail wuuld be  required». 

li) Still another method of computation  of the  ac- 

counting  price  of foreign exchange was  suggested in Poland 

by M.Kalecki and S.Polaczek1   . The exchange  rate  is  obtained 

by  comparing, when  starting f.om any initial situation,  the 

value  of  a possible  extra amount  of foreign exchange  to be 

earned    (or saved ,   with the  corresponding increase in home 

market  supply needed because  of the  rise  in total wage fund 

oaused by the effort  to earn    or save    this extra ammount. 

The increase in the home market supply involves a certain 

loss of foreign  exchange which corresponds to  its content 

of raw materlals^Uh^JnjWo^ of extra importo or of 

(I) Gospodarka Planowa ¡957 No.,    In the  course of ^sub- 
sequent di^ussion several rennemen remained, 
also by the present aut hor .J^^ pin a generalized 
however, unchanged. It ifijaESiSfiigu-J*  
way. 
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a fall  In exports  of raw materialn )    The  latter foreign 

exohange input   to  the  home market   suppty   la  directly 

comparable  to  the  extra amount   earned    or saved      provided 

that   the  Input  per unit   of market   supply  ia  Independently 

estimated.   The   rate  of exchange  obtained   In  thia way 

depends  both   on  the   initial and  the  aimédiat   situation. 

Tf the  initial  situation  is  that  of equilibrated  balance 

of payments,  and  we aim at  preserving this equilibrium, 

then the result  la obtained by assuming that  the amount  of 

foreign  exchange  earned        •  saved    must   be  equal to  the 

idditional  input   of foreign  exchange needed   tu   raise  the 

home market   supply  appropriately.  This method   of computation 

seems to be particularly  suitable   for situations  m which 

foreign *   ade  is administrated mainly  by rreans  of direct 

controls,  with the  state monopoly  of  foreign trade as  the 

extreme  case« 

Tart III. 

EEiaesJj5_l!££ie£t_ evaluation 

Having overcome all the difficulties Involved In 

arriving at some „„,„,,„..   set of aooountin6 prloeS) the 

governmental body in charge of designing and implementing 

a development polloy faces two serious problems concerning 
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the application  of accounting prices.  The first  relates 

to their immediate use for project, especially  industrial 

project    evaluation. The really  economy-wide application 

of accounting prices requires  creation  of a suitable 

» information and inducement  mectianibti wnioii would  be able 

to bring in line all the investment decisions of various 

levels. We  can expect  that  this mechanism depends largely 

upon the institutional  set-up. 

<í       Q 0n the   other hand the arrived-at  set of accounting 

prices might  be used as one of the very important guide- 

lines  for an    --  • •   improvement of the market  price* 

structure. This aspect  of the use of accounting prices 

aust  be emphasized since it  is  frequently neglected.  The 

use  of accounting prices as auch guideline, would embody  the 

fact  that  it  ia possible to come closer to an ideal price 

set  only by a process of trial and error. The use of ac~ 

.1     A _. ,.•••• for a price  reform 
•     ^ counting prices >     ••> 

can be of particular laportanoe In oountries, where In 

certain tU. periods occurs a high concentration of aajor 

investment decisions which are hound to determine the 

future course  of .concie growth, and also where Individual 

investment decisions are .ore susceptible to price fluctuât- 

ions. 
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investment decision modeig 

In any  Institutional  set-up project   evaluation 

constitutes an   important  element  of Investment  activities. 

The difference   between different  set-ups   Is   that  of   '   ' 

and procedures  of evaluation. 

To begin with,   two extreme   investment   decision 

models may be distinguished:   that  r? a ^et  economy and 

that  of a centrally  planned  economy.  Let  us  call here  by 

a market  economy an economy  in which all  the  investment 

decisions are made      • by  indlvldual  vision-makers 

(IHIÌ,   no centrally made  strategy   for development   being 

existent at all.  m this case  the IDM's have no alternative 

but  to make their decisions on the  basis  of:     a    ourrent 

market  ;,, -.,..      ( b    expectations as to  future  price  changes. 

The  outcome of their decisions  is a certain  development 

path of the economy which brings about a definite  set  of 

prices after a certain period.  Thus,  in Buch a ffiodel>  one 

aae to do,  for any period of development under considerat- 

ion,  with at  least  three sets of prices: 

(i ) the initial set  of ourrent market  prices, 

ill)   the expected set of market prices   (which,  of 

course,  »ay not be uniform because of different price 

expectarions of tue IDM-s), 

(Hi) the real futuro «et of market prloes# 

Mr I • 

*!<• 
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It  is the divergence between  Ui ) and  (ill) which leads 

to the emergence  of uncUuiraole maladjuetments which 

possibly may  prove some investment  decisions to  be  false. 

It  is unnecessary to enter into this point here« 

) 
The  other extrewe may  be oonceived  of as a fully 

> centralized  economy in whioh no use at  all is made of 

price calculation in its practical investment deoisions, 

»      £ All  investment decisions are made by a oentral 

board ( CB ) which  forma  both its entire  strategy of develop- 

ment and its   judgments about different  investment projeots 

solely on the   basis of physical balancing. Clearly,  oertain 

price sets  can be deduoed from these decisions, but they 

are not made  an actual instrument  of decisions. This 

decision model offers no practioal possibility of opti- 

mization and,  beyond that,  it may be thought of as work- 

able only in verj   specific ciroumstanoes. 

Against the background of these two extremes it 

may be said that neither of them fits nowadays to any 

kind of reality. The real oase for, rather, all real 

cases) lies  somewhere in between:  It embraces both the 

CB and the IIH-s« The HB is the body responsible for 

•aklng an over-all development plan;  the IDM-s are the 

bodies responsible for particular investment decisions. 

The differenoe between different particular oases consists 

4  ^ 
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in the different endowment of the CB In the  instrumenta 

to influence the decisions of the IDM-s  so as to make them 

conform with the overall strategy. 

It  may  be safely assumed that  in any type of 

economy the    reason  for preparing a development  plan is 

to try to  carry  it  out;   but this proves to   be more or 

less difficult  because of more  or less unsatisfactory 

degree of manageability of the economy, which  in turn 

resulta from different reasons.  The nonliability of 

the economy means that the decisions  of the im-, are Bot 

easily influenced in  the desired  way  by the measure, avail- 

able to the CB.  Thus,  in any type of  the  economy,  provided 

only that  the  CB does exist and does  elaborate a ..rtain 

strategy of development,  it must  strive to  affect efficiently 

the decisions of the  IH-S through: 

fa) giving them enough information as to what  they 

ought to choose  in order to make thM,. A* A   * «.o majce their deoisions consistent 
with the overall strategy, 

(M making them willing to u.« thi. Inf oration 
in their inT.stBent deol8loo8 ln ^ ^^ ^^ ^ 

Por  th6Bake of brevlty( let us oau the task (ajof 

the CB -   ...„ro^uor,,    „, the ta8]f (bJ _ „^^^ 

mm 

1 
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The actually existing types of Investment decision 

models differ In the (1) available,  (ii) necessary, 

ili    employed measures and instruments of performing 

these two tasks by the CB-     . 

Since,  by definition, we mean by a "market  economy" 

an economy without  CB, we may exclude it from further 

consideration.  Tt may, however,  he worth while to show 

that even In this type of  economy these two tasks are 

performed: the IM gets both hie iriormation and his 

inducement  from the  «invisible hand«  of the market. This 

information is Imperfect  because the   inviaible hand does 

not prepare any development plan, and BO it  rests within 

the range of imposeihillty to make the  information perfect 

(1) Borne  of the developing countries hay«,  been subject 

înfSïionary^oles^^Ly^^a 2S^¿¿S5«* 

^Mén misSrr^Äroe   wo>p. 
ofUproUelrfonnec?ed with project evaluation: 

JA  A    -ÄooaQ  +hP decree  of accuracy  as regards 
- U  îî°I?;î!  «f fut^rSrice trends which preserve predictions  of future price relatively 

their importance "hen aggregatlve < ^ 
stabled  accounting prices are üB    , 
to unsallooations in investment, 
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A 

witü regard to  prloe expectations. 

What  remains  to  be discussed  ls a planned  economy 

in which investment  decisions are to some extent   decentra- 

lize«, and a mixed  economy.  The  difference   between theo 

is In the existence  or non-exlstenoo of  tho  private 

sector. In other »ordo,  the  IK_0 „a,j  be elther puHlc 

or private enterprises  or both.  But this does  no*   bring 

about any great   difference to the  mam  economie problem 

of ti* C3: ho» to  provide  the optimum Information to the 

.IW-B. It onljr affects the  techniques of inducement. 

The problem  of ho» to prepare the necessary Infor- 

mation was treated  at  some length while  discussing the 

methods of computation of both shadow and accounting 

prices. But,   evidently,  the  best  information   Is not enough. 

In other words,   the  problem of how to arrange  adequate 

inducement must  necessarily arise even if we  have  to do 

-lth a perfect set  of shadow prices (such as  can be * | f 

imagined only in theory J. 

Let us stress that in an eoo„0By dealgned  by th§ 

OB,  the accounting  prices are to play the same   role In 

investment project  .valuation as that piayed by the ex- 

p.ot.d set of market pri0.9 ln . Mrk8t „„^^ ^ ^ 

then, the direction in which the inducement mechanism 

ought to work. It  is its efflol9nov te thl. partloular 
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respeot that  depends  on the Institutional   set-up of the 

eoonomy. 

Infjuenoe of sneolflc investment decision modela on the 

Assuming a given system of Information tranaaltting 

the strategic  ideas  of the CB to all the  I DM-*,  the aotual 

system of tnduoement  which is necessary  to make  the IDM-s 

use this Information   In the  proper way,   depends  on certain 

features of the Institutional aet-up of the eoon«.my. It 

seems helpful to distinguish two broad  oases:   the case of 

the submissive IDM  and the  oaae of the  resistant IBM. 

By a submissive IDM we mean  HUí,    a  low- level project- 

ing unit whioh has no reasons of Its own  to be unwilling 

to act   aooordingly  to the information obtained  from CB. 

In other words, having no Individual goal  functions of its 

own, it is willing to aot aooordingly to any information 

reoeived from the CB. It will be understood    that such 

a situation of the  IDM vis à vis the CB  oan hardly be  Imagin- 

ed in praotioe  In  its pure  fora. We  can,   however, think of 

rsal oases wmoh are  relatively near to   it. This happens 

when the individual interests of the IB«   oan have only 

minor influenoe on  the nature of its projecting work and 

oholoes. 
By  contrast,  the resistanì IDM  Is the projecting 

unit whioh has string reasons to aot according to its own 

goal functions instead of submitting to  the information 

reoeived fro. the CB. It has its own understanding of 

«„ «itua'Lon.  its own expeotatlons and the ourrent eoonomic situa ion, 
j.      i^.i.Hnn    An obviouB exampi« of the Its own methods of oaloulatlon. An ou 

m.. *>-«. *• » °° •—the "u poB,lbU    ; 
«, «imilar in a planned eoonowy based 

The situation 1» very similar in      v 
*       •    if the investment decisions are to 

publlo Investment,  if the in ^  on t,.i<j„ J» 
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ao.e extent deo.ntralla.d. Th. publio IM «ay then have 

ita own goal Amotion,  although differing from that  of 

the private IM,   but making him  resiatant  enough to  the 

information  ooming  from the CB. 

Let  us oonaider  firBt   the  oaae  of the  aubalaaiv. 

II*. Tnls  oooura when,  due  to  the  institutional set-up 

adopted  for the purpose  of manage.ent  of the   public  sector, 

investment  projects are prepared  by auoh special utita 

f-projects« agencies*; aa would   be «ade entirely uninterest- 

ed in the future performance of the new plant  built accord- 

ing to their projects.  Thia  split  between the  projecting 

work and the  future economi       erfomanoe aakea  the  project- 

or aub.ia.lv. to any infection oo.lng from the OB. 

Ha ia entirely uninterested  In wnat  partioul.r set  of prices 

he u.e. in hia promoting work,  and what particular «ethod 

of oo.paring the effect!venes,  of different  project« 

of project evaluation    he  la instructed to use. The 

daolaion upon the  eat  of pricea  and   the  criteria for 

•valuation belong, to  the  CB,  while the I»  i. nnonA 

to aet in the aaaumptlon that whatever are the prices 

and the foula  chosen by the CB,  they  reflect adequately 

the overall atrategy of develop.ent and there would  be 

no ground for using any other data ( such as,  e.g.,  ourrent 

««ft pricea)    It  is obvious that,   beoau.e  of the very 

aub.lsalven.aa of the I»-.,  nríh  loatltutlo||al 8ystea 

•a_uir.a high efficiency in preparing the necessary 

information  * tto CB' •* •«  of prices given  by the CB 
to the lDy.3 „8t  lndeed  refleot  very adequat€^ the 

strategy of develop.ent,   since  otherwise  the  invest.ent 

ohoioe .ade throughout the econo^ ,ould .eceaaarily 

OMO», »or. cr less blind. 

Tbus,  1„ the  „as. „f  the Buh.la.lv. proj.ot- 

«tar. th. aooountln, prl0.. „ the lnstnMMt  of infoi^ 

..«on .„,»!„ „ abBI)lut„ Manlng in the MnM  ^ 
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ast  of accounting prices prepared by *he OB aas the  same 

kind of inîluenoe  on the  aotions  of the IDM-s. 

It  should,  perhaps,   be noted    that  a at rive to 

oréate an institutional system  of submissive project- 

makers was  charaoteristlo of the  centrally planned 

eoonomles with respeot to all major Investment deoisions. 

On the other hand,  minor investment deoisions were,  at 

the  pame time,  decentralized  in  the sense of  leaving 

them to individual enterprises,  which made them subjeot 

+ o thf» ideas of the "resistant IDM-s".  Thus,  a certain 

oombinatlon of the  two cases is,   in fact,  typioal of the 

aotual praotioe of a centrally  planned economy» 

Coming now to the  oase  of the resistant  IBM, we 

may simplify the picture  by  reducing it  to the problem of 

disparity between the accounting and the market prices. 

Let us suppose that the  information coming from above to 

the  Individual IDM-s oonsists  in a set  of acoounting 

prices (or,  alternatively,  in a set  of oo-efficients to 

adjust market prices, which makes only a technical dif- 

ference).   The m-s, due to having goal functions of 

their own,  are inclined  to use   for their ohoice-maklng 

the sets of current and  expected market  prices. The  quest- 

ion then arises for the C3 of what to do in order to 

induce the IDM-s to use acoounting prices astead of 

market prices. 

This question offers wide  scope  for disoussion. 

The obvious,  although crude, way of influencing the decis- 

ions of the IDM-s would  be to use the tax-subsidy devices 

to account  fully  for the disparities between the two 

sets*1'    What,  however,  seems  important,  is the  necessity 

to understand this method in a more indirect way also. 
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For example,   thu  «ubnidji  intent   to   injure  towf,rda making gTfftt.nr 

use  of unskilled  labour  (because  of the aocounting prices 

being much lower than the  actual market  price J must  not 

be paid out  directly   tc   the   finas.  It   can HIBO  take   the 

form  0/ euch poli cien ao  would   tend   to   bring down  the 

actual market  price   of  auch  labour e.g.  through a conscious 

policy of low prices  of  food. 

:>r- 
the   social  point   of view  it   is  advl3- 

in  their   investment  projects 
steel  or Hmberf than  it  would 

(1) The possible use  of  the tax-subsidy  devices   raises 
the question,  how  far  it   is  aivlsable to uer the 
frequently suggested   3hort-cut method  of obtaining 
a kind of acoounting  prices  by means  of eliminating 
from the market  prices   the  taxes and   subsidies  imposed 
on  certain goods   by  the  government  as  they  have   •;   thin¿- 
to do with the  cost  structure. 

Let us  oonsider the   simple   -via.«  «hen  the  correction 
of the market  prices  is  limited to  the exclusion   of 
taxes and subsidies.   Suppose,   e.g.,   that  in  a given 
country  cement   is  taxed  at  the  rate  of 10*.  3y  eliminat- 
ing this tax,  we want   *o pass to the ITl/l-s  +ne  \n 
mation that  from  " 
able to use more  oement 
(as compared with,  say, 
seem from the  relations  of market  prices.  Inde«!     1* 
we have to choose  between a  lesa and a more  cement-* 
consuming project (other things being equal)  we  shall 
ohoose the latter wken using the aooountlng prio«a. 
•ut the former when using the market prices. 

^J^   iB  the   inducement   that re  are golnf to  of'er 
to  the  I Till  lu  order tKa+   hP   -^»mi i*,     i 6  *u   OI"er 
„.„ ".   x m  lu.UIuer Tna    ne  acv-uali^   chooses  the  moro 
cement-oonauming  project?  The  answer  is that  we must 
use some   form of subsidizing the use  of cfiSent! ?Uher 
directly  or indirectly.   Mrec*   subsidizing will  mean 
nothing else  but   repayment  of the 1 ax palJ by  tj"6^ 
on cement.  Indirect  subsiding would ie.-m,   say.   chaw- 
ing an extra tax  on  steel,   But,   then,  we «ant   the   ¡T¿ 
to use also as much steel  as wo'uld  bé  indicted   by 
Îî  iîai"freî accüUntin6 Price.  In other words,  we 
Thiî ¿SIL r

+
ePaLthe tax rn 8teel in ^mo form. This brings us to the conclusion that, in order to 

set at work all  the necessary  inducements  for the  I DM 
ÏSJÎhtpe h}* dPmaid  ln  a Way   •fie ding the  social   co^t 
structure^approximated  in  th-   »a.-free a-oountin* 
prices,     we would have  actually  either to 'remove  f 11 

work "he8 oSfr «;ldle3|,la W"lch — ^e^asoni^g worics the  other way   round J  or.  at  least,  to  bring  all 

*      I 

our policy of taxés and subsidies, the market prices,   by 

th««a«A+î
he Saaie Pr°Poriion3"with each other as 

ÏÏ5!    Sí ß T°ng the  ta*~f^e accounting prices. 
Thua,  the use  of acoounting prices  for the IDM-s   in- 
volves a rather widespread aid   complex fïîoal poli£. 






